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Abstract
Combining symbolic and subsymbolic meth-001
ods has become a promising strategy as re-002
search tasks in AI grow increasingly compli-003
cated and require a higher levels of under-004
standing. Targeted Aspect-based Financial005
Sentiment Analysis (TABFSA) is one of such006
complicated tasks, as it involves information007
extraction, specification, and domain adapta-008
tion. External knowledge has been proven009
useful for general-purpose sentiment analysis,010
but not yet for the finance domain. Current011
state-of-the-art Financial Sentiment Analysis012
(FSA) models, however, have overlooked the013
importance of external knowledge. To fill014
this gap, we propose using attentive CNN and015
LSTM to strategically integrate multiple exter-016
nal knowledge sources into the pre-trained lan-017
guage model fine-tuning process for TABFSA.018
Experiments on the FiQA Task 1 and SemEval019
2017 Task 5 datasets show that the knowledge-020
enabled models systematically improve upon021
their plain deep learning counterparts, and022
some outperform the state-of-the-art results023
reported in terms of aspect sentiment analysis024
error.025

1 Introduction026

Sentiment analysis is the field of study that ana-027

lyzes people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations,028

appraisals, attitudes, and emotions towards entities029

such as products, services, organizations, individu-030

als, issues, events, topics, and their attributes (Liu,031

2015). The main objective of sentiment analy-032

sis is to classify the polarity of a given piece of033

text, which can be performed at the document-034

level (Moraes et al., 2013), sentence-level (Zhang035

and He, 2015), or aspect-level (Pontiki et al., 2016).036

Early researches in FSA primarily focused on037

the document- or sentence-level polarity. However,038

it is more common for a single sentence to have039

multiple targets or aspects with different polari-040

ties for sentiment analysis of financial texts. Tar-041

geted Aspect-based Financial Sentiment Analysis042

London open: Taylor Wimpey and Ashtead drive markets higher, Barclays falls

J&J raises dividend but cuts 2020 earnings outlook over coronavirus outbreak

(a) Example of multiple targets, single aspect and their sentiments

(b) Example of single target, multiple aspects and their sentiments

Taylor Wimpey Market Positive

Ashtead Market Positive

Barclays Market Negative

J&J Dividend Positive

J&J Earning Outlook Negative

Whitbread boss Andy Harrison defends sales fall as 'just a blip'

(c) Example of single target, single aspect and its sentiment

Whitbread Sales Negative

Figure 1: Example sentences with their target compa-
nies (blue), aspects (orange), and associated polarities
detected.

(TABFSA), which aims to extract entities and as- 043

pects and detect their corresponding sentiment in 044

financial texts, is thus a challenging but pragmatic 045

task. The task involves target-aspect identification 046

as well as polarity detection. Three examples of 047

TABFSA are provided is Fig. 1. 048

For the two examples in (a) and (b), sentence- 049

level sentiment analysis will assign a polarity value 050

over the full text and mostly the opposite sentiment 051

will nullify each other, resulting in a neutral overall 052

sentiment. In contrast, TABFSA framework will 053

provide positive sentiment to target “Taylor Wim- 054

pery" and “Ashtead" for the market aspect, and 055

negative sentiment to target “Barclays" for the mar- 056

ket aspect (Fig. 1). Similarly, a positive sentiment 057

will be assigned to target “J&J" for the dividend 058

aspect, but a negative sentiment for the earning 059

outlook aspect. 060

There are two main sub-tasks for Targeted 061

Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis (TABSA): the 062

first sub-task is to extract aspects mentioned in 063

the sentence, and the second one is to detect 064

the sentiment for the corresponding targets and 065

aspects. Generally, aspects can be extracted 066

through frequency-based, syntax-based, unsuper- 067

vised and supervised machine learning methods, 068
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while sentiment polarity can be classified through069

lexicon-based or supervised machine learning ap-070

proaches (Schouten and Frasincar, 2015). Re-071

cent methods may not require large-scale labelled072

data to generate predefined aspects. Instead, as-073

pects are learned from a few keywords as supervi-074

sion (Huang et al., 2020). The aspect extraction and075

sentiment detection sub-tasks could be performed076

either in a separate (Saeidi et al., 2016) or a joint077

manner (Wu and Ong, 2021).078

TABSA has been studied and performed for a va-079

riety of domains such as movies, products, hotels,080

restaurants, healthcare, but it still remains much un-081

explored in the finance domain except for a few082

commercial products (Ho et al., 2019). We re-083

sort this observation to the following three reasons.084

Firstly, as elaborated by Araci (2019) and Liu085

et al. (2020), there is a lack of high-quality and086

large-scale open source finance domain-specific an-087

notations. The research in fine-grained financial088

sentiment analysis has only gained more attention089

after the release of the “SemEval 2017 Task 5"090

and “FiQA Task 1" datasets. Secondly, lexical re-091

sources are limited and scattered. Since finance is092

a highly professional domain, general-purpose sen-093

timent lexicons usually fail to take into account of094

the domain-specific connotations and the heavy ref-095

erence to prior knowledge. For example, word like096

“liability" is considered negative in general-purpose097

sentiment analysis, but is frequent and has a neu-098

tral meaning in the financial context. This makes it099

difficult to generalize the sentiment classifiers and100

underlines the need for finance domain-specific sen-101

timent analysis (Loughran and McDonald, 2011).102

Lastly, sentiment intensity scores are more conse-103

quential and nuanced for financial sentiment anal-104

ysis compared to other domains. Whereas most105

of the current TABSA studies still adopt a polarity106

detection fashion (i.e. classification to positive or107

negative).108

We propose knowledge-enabled (k-) transformer109

models to address the aforementioned challenges.110

In particular, our contributions can be summarized111

from three perspectives:112

1. We adopted transformer models for the113

TABFSA task in a regressive fashion, and ap-114

plied the most recent “recall-and-learn" strat-115

egy (Chen et al., 2020) to avoid the catas-116

trophic forgetting problem.117

2. We proposed using attentive CNN and118

LSTM to incorporate heterogeneous senti-119

ment knowledge (both from domain-specific 120

and general-purpose lexicons) into the fine- 121

tuning process of pre-trained transformer mod- 122

els and demonstrated its effectiveness in com- 123

plementing all the model training. 124

3. We achieved the best results to our knowledge 125

over strong benchmark models on the two fine- 126

grained financial sentiment analysis datasets, 127

i.e., SemEval 2017 Task 5 and FiQA Task 1. 128

2 Related Work 129

2.1 Financial Sentiment Analysis 130

Sentiment analysis is proven to be a powerful tool 131

for financial forecasting and decision making. The 132

application scenarios include corporate disclosures, 133

annual reports, earning calls, financial news, social 134

media interactions and more (van de Kauter et al., 135

2015; Xing et al., 2018). Many interesting observa- 136

tions are reported, e.g., negative sentiment predicts 137

short-term returns and volatility (Jiang et al., 2019; 138

Xing et al., 2019), and strong sentiments for both 139

directions seem to be more pronounced in fraudu- 140

lent company reports (Hájek and Henriques, 2017). 141

Luo et al. (2018) categorized financial senti- 142

ment indicator into market-derived and human- 143

annotated sentiments. The market-derived senti- 144

ments are computed from market dynamics, such 145

as prices movement, trading volume, etc., thus may 146

include noise from other sources. In this study, 147

we investigate the subjective human-annotated sen- 148

timents, which are specifically labelled by pro- 149

fessionals (Malo et al., 2014) or investors them- 150

selves (Xing et al., 2020). Instead of sentence-level 151

sentiment polarity annotations, such as from the 152

Financial PhraseBank (Malo et al., 2014), we focus 153

on more fine-grained financial sentiment analysis 154

datasets with targeted and targeted aspect-based 155

sentiment intensity scores, i.e., SemEval 2017 Task 156

5 by Atzeni et al. (2017) and FiQA Task 1 by Maia 157

et al. (2018) to the best of our knowledge. They 158

are more useful for market prediction as opposite 159

sentiment expressed in one news headlines for dif- 160

ferent targets tend to drive their market movement 161

to opposite direction. In the remainder of this sec- 162

tion, we review the many TABSA techniques ex- 163

perimented for these two datasets and their perfor- 164

mance. 165

2.2 SemEval 2017 Task 5 166

This task has two separate tracks: both measure 167

sentiment score predictions with cosine similarity. 168
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In the microblog messages track, an ensemble of169

various boosted regressors based on linguistic fea-170

tures (Jiang et al., 2017) ranks first (Cosine=0.778),171

followed by another hybrid of deep learning and172

lexicon-based technique that combines Long Short-173

Term Memory (LSTM) and Convolution Neural174

Networks (CNN), proposed by Ghosal et al. (Co-175

sine=0.751). In the news headlines track, CNN-176

based methods performed well. Later that same177

year, Akhtar et al. (2017) presented a method178

ensembling results generated from LSTM, CNN,179

GRU and SVM, using a Multi-Layer Perceptron180

(MLP), and achieved the state of the art for mi-181

croblogs data (Cosine=0.797) and news headlines182

(Cosine=0.786).183

2.3 FiQA Task 1184

The FiQA (Financial Opinion mining and Ques-185

tion Answering challenge) Task 1, unlike Se-186

mEval 2017 Task 5, measures sentiment predic-187

tion performances mainly with mean squared er-188

ror (MSE). de França Costa and da Silva (2018)189

established a strong baseline with a traditional fea-190

ture engineering-based machine learning approach191

(MSE=0.0958). When target-aspect identification192

is jointly considered, biLSTM-CNN (Jangid et al.,193

2018) achieves an MSE of 0.112. This result is194

further pushed forward by an ensemble approach195

with an MSE of 0.0926 (Piao and Breslin, 2018).196

In terms of pre-trained language models, ELMo197

(Embeddings from Language Models) and ULM-198

FiT are suitable for TABFSA (Howard and Ruder,199

2018; Peters et al., 2018). Yang et al. (2018) re-200

ported a good MSE of 0.08 using ULMFiT on201

the FiQA Task 1, whereas the best performance202

(MSE=0.07, R2=0.55) is from a more recent fine-203

tuned language model: FinBERT (Araci, 2019).204

3 Our Approach205

Our study focuses on the sentiment detection part,206

not the target-aspect identification part of TABFSA,207

where the model is trained to predict the sentiment208

score given financial news headlines and posts, and209

their corresponding targets and aspects. Our aim210

being a comprehensive framework to utilize exter-211

nal knowledge, we search for an effective coupling212

of deep text representations and multiple knowl-213

edge sources individually developed.214

3.1 Transformer Models 215

Although BERT is popular for TABSA (Araci, 216

2019; Wu and Ong, 2021), they would suffer from 217

a pre-train fine-tuning discrepancy because the de- 218

pendency between masked positions are neglected 219

during the training phase. XLNet (Yang et al., 220

2019), which is an extension of Transformer-XL 221

model on the other hand, can address this issue by 222

using autoregressive method to learn the bidirec- 223

tional contexts. Experiments show that XLNet has 224

outperformed BERT in 20 NLP tasks significantly, 225

including sentiment analysis and question answer- 226

ing. RoBERTa or Robustly optimized BERT ap- 227

proach, which is proposed by (Liu et al., 2019), is a 228

replication study of BERT pre-training. It proposed 229

an improved way of training BERT which includes 230

(1) longer model training, with larger batches and 231

byte-level Byte-Pair Encoding (BPE), over more 232

data; (2) removal of the next sentence prediction 233

objective; (3) training on longer sequences; and (4) 234

dynamically changing the masking pattern applied 235

to the training. 236

3.2 External Knowledge 237

External knowledge is demonstrated to be useful 238

in many NLP tasks including TABSA. However, it 239

is most commonly used as an input for RNNs (Ma 240

et al., 2018; Bao et al., 2019) and CNNs (Shin et al., 241

2017), instead of used for the large pre-trained lan- 242

guage model fine-tuning process. In most cases the 243

knowledge is also single-sourced, hence does not 244

deal with redundancy and contradiction problems. 245

Due to the lack of high-quality lexical resources 246

for financial text, we incorporate multiple knowl- 247

edge sources following three criteria: (1) both fi- 248

nancial domain-specific and general-purpose lex- 249

icons are selected to balance precision and cover- 250

age; (2) the lexicons selected cover both sentiment 251

and more fine-grained emotion knowledge; (3) lex- 252

icons that are created from social media text such 253

as tweets and microblogs are purposely chosen for 254

the sake of similar language style to our evaluation 255

datasets. In sum, we consider 3 finance domain 256

lexicons plus 6 general-purpose lexicons. 257

Finance domain lexicons consists of HFD, LM, 258

and SMSL. HFD (Henry’s Financial Dictionary) 259

includes 104 positive words and 85 negative words, 260

and is the first dictionary created specifically for 261

the financial domain. It is used to measure the tone 262

of earnings press releases, which are an important 263

element of the firm-investor communication pro- 264
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cess (Henry, 2008). HFD has been widely used for265

financial sentiment analysis. The weakness of HFD266

is its limited number of words and low coverage.267

LM (Loughran and McDonald) sentiment word list268

is created from the annual reports released by firms269

and includes 354 positive, 2,355 negative, 297 un-270

certainty, 904 litigious, 19 strong modal, 27 weak271

modal and 184 constraining words (Loughran and272

McDonald, 2011). LM is the most commonly used273

lexicon created for the finance domain that we are274

aware of. SMSL (Stock Market Sentiment Lex-275

icon) is created from labeled StockTwits: tweets276

from a microblog platform specialized in stock mar-277

ket. SMSL includes 20,550 words and phrases and278

shows competitive results in measuring investor279

sentiments (Oliveira et al., 2016).280

In addition, general-purpose lexicons are used281

to increase coverage, which comprise Sentic-282

Net (Cambria et al., 2020), VADER (Hutto and283

Gilbert, 2014), GI (Stone et al., 1966), NRC (Mo-284

hammad and Turney, 2013), OPL (Hu and Liu,285

2004) and MPQA (Wilson et al., 2005).286

3.3 Knowledge-enabled Transformer Models287

Our model architecture is illustrated with Fig. 2.288

Specifically, BERT-base-cased (12-layer, 768-289

hidden, 12-heads, 109M parameters), XLNet-base-290

cased (12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads, 110M pa-291

rameters) or RoBERTa-base (12-layer, 768-hidden,292

12-heads, 125M parameters) is used to generate293

deep text representations. For the TABSA task,294

the input to BERT/XLNet/RoBERTa is a sentence295

pair. In consistent with (Sun et al., 2019), we de-296

note a financial news headline or post as a sentence297

S = {x1, x2, ..., xl}, and the auxiliary sentence298

containing the corresponding targets and aspects299

as aux(S), e.g., “what do you think of aspect for300

target?" Then, the input is in a format of: “[cls] S301

[sep] aux(S) [sep]" for BERT and RoBERTa and302

“S [sep] aux(S) [sep][cls]" for XLNet. The output303

U ∈ R768×1 is average pooled from the last hidden304

state.305

In terms of external knowledge embedding, the306

nine selected lexicons are processed and formed307

as a master dictionary, where the key is a word or308

phrase, and the value is a list of associated senti-309

ment and emotion scores. In our study, the master310

dictionary has 212,109 words and phrases, where311

each has 25 scores1. The scores are normalized312

1Among those, 9 dimensions are contributed by SenticNet,
7 by NRC, and 1 by each else lexicon.

to [−1,+1], where −1 and +1 represent the most 313

extreme sentiments. For each word xi ∈ S, the 314

external knowledge embedding D(xi) is looked up 315

from such dictionary, and in case the word is not 316

found, padded with zeros. 317

Because the original knowledge embedding uses 318

lexicons individually developed, it contains incon- 319

sistent information and noise from alien language 320

styles. To this end, we further apply feature selec- 321

tion techniques on training data to refine the most 322

relevant knowledge for the learning process. We 323

experimented with two popular methods to rank 324

the feature importance, i.e., using random forest 325

regressor (Farukee et al., 2020) or mutual infor- 326

mation (Battiti, 1994; Sohangir et al., 2018). Ran- 327

dom forest measures the mean decrease in impurity, 328

while mutual information captures various kinds 329

of dependency between variables, which is differ- 330

ent from F-test that captures linear dependency 331

only. We estimate mutual information based on en- 332

tropy estimates from k-nearest neighbor distances 333

(k = 3), as a larger k could introduce bias (Kraskov 334

et al., 2004). Empirically, mutual information has 335

produced better results: this aligns with the findings 336

from (Frénay et al., 2013), where mutual informa- 337

tion criterion is found to be able to choose features 338

that minimize MSE and MAE in regressions. 339

The refined knowledge embedding for each sen- 340

tence is K(S) ∈ Rm×n, where m > l is the maxi- 341

mum length of the sentences and n is the number 342

of sentiment and emotion scores across lexicons2: 343

K(S) = Kx1 ⊕Kx2 ...⊕Kxl
⊕ 0(m−l)×n. (1) 344

Inspired by Kim (2014) and Zhao and Wu 345

(2016), for each word xi we generate a context vec- 346

tor ci using the attention layer to determine which 347

word and lexicon should have more attention, and 348

thus each sentence also has a contextual embedding 349

C(S) ∈ Rm×n. 350

ci =
∑
i 6=j

αi,j · xj (2) 351

The attention weight αi,j can be obtained by nor- 352

malizing the score s(xi, xj) from a MLP through 353

softmax function, where given k = |i− j| − 1: 354

s(xi, xj) = (1−λ)k · vTa tanh(Wa[xi⊕xj ]) (3) 355

We concatenate the knowledge embedding with 356

contextual embedding to form a 2-channel embed- 357

2In our case the optimal n ranges from 3− 8 out of the 25
dimensions.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed knowledge-enabled transformer models.

ding and feed into CNNs to generate feature rep-358

resentation. The convolving kernel sizes are set to359

d = (3, 2), (3, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5), and the number of360

filters c is experimented to be 4. Each convolution361

involves a filter w ∈ Re×h, where e is the number362

of lexicon scores and h is the number of words363

for a sliding window. A new feature zij , where364

i ∈ [1, 2, ..., n−e+1] and j ∈ [1, 2, ...,m−h+1],365

is generated from a sliding window over words366

x(i:i+e−1,j:j+h−1) as:367

zij = wij ·Kx(i:i+e−1,j:j+h−1)
+ bij , (4)368

where bij is a bias term.369

The convolved feature vector Z ∈370

R(n−e+1)×(m−h+1) is represented by:371

Z =


z11 · · · z1(m−h+1)

z21 · · · z2(m−h+1)
...

. . .
...

z(n−e+1)1 · · · z(n−e+1)(m−h+1)

 . (5)372

The convolved features Z are activated by ReLU373

function and global-max-pooled along i but chunk-374

max-pooled along j. The pooled feature maps are375

concatenated to form P ∈ Rc×
∑

pi , where pi is the376

length of pooled vector and i ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4]. Empiri-377

cally, a second convolution is applied to P to fur-378

ther extract and downsize features, and in parallel379

LSTM is used to extract the sequential information. 380

This way, we differ from Kim (2014) by using atten- 381

tive convolution and chunk max pooling followed 382

by additional CNN and LSTM layers in parallel to 383

further extract features. The output V ∈ RCout×1 384

from CNN and X ∈ RHn×1 from LSTM are con- 385

catenated with U from a transformer model, where 386

Cout is the number of channels produced by the last 387

convolution andHn is the dimension of the last hid- 388

den state of LSTM. Finally, this representation is 389

passed through two linear layers with dropouts and 390

sizes of (768 + Cout + Hn, 768 + Cout + Hn), 391

(768 + Cout +Hn, 1). The output is therefore in a 392

format of: 393

O = w2 ·σ[w1 ·tanh(U ⊕ V ⊕X)+b1]+b2, (6) 394

where w1, w2, b1, b2 are weights and bias terms to 395

be optimized with MSE loss. 396

3.4 The Catastrophic Forgetting Problem 397

One important issue in fine-tuning of pre-trained 398

language models is the variability in error between 399

different runs with the same configuration but dif- 400

ferent random seeds. Catastrophic forgetting and 401

small training data size are two hypotheses for the 402

origin of fine-tuning instability (Devlin et al., 2019; 403

Dodge et al., 2020). To deal with the catastrophic 404
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forgetting problem, Howard and Ruder (2018) pro-405

posed three training techniques: slanted triangu-406

lar learning rates, discriminative fine-tuning, and407

gradual unfreezing. A more recent method (Chen408

et al., 2020), however, recalls knowledge from409

pre-training without the original data by using pre-410

training simulation mechanism and learns down-411

stream tasks gradually by using objective shift-412

ing mechanism. This method achieved state-of-413

the-art results on our benchmark datasets. There-414

fore, we apply this “recall-and-learn" training strat-415

egy (Chen et al., 2020) to prevent catastrophic for-416

getting in our model fine-turning process for all417

pre-trained language models.418

4 Experiments419

4.1 Datasets420

The SemEval 2017 Task 5 dataset is developed for421

fine-grained sentiment analysis on financial news422

and microblogs (Cortis et al., 2017). The training423

data includes 1,142 financial news headlines and424

1,694 posts with their target entities and correspond-425

ing sentiment scores but without aspects labelled.426

The test data has 491 financial news headlines and427

794 posts. The task is to extract and detect the tar-428

gets and their corresponding sentiment scores. An429

example is shown in the textbox below.430

"id": 2,

"company (target)": "Morrisons",

"title": "Morrisons book second consecutive

quarter of sales growth",

"sentiment": 0.43

The FiQA Task 1 dataset is from an open chal-431

lenge (Maia et al., 2018), which consists of 498432

financial news headlines and 675 posts with their433

target entities, aspects, and corresponding senti-434

ment scores labeled. Although smaller than Se-435

mEval 2017 Task 5, FiQA Task 1 pre-defines four436

Level 1 aspects and 27 Level 2 aspects as shown in437

Table 1. The task, therefore, is to extract and detect438

both the targets, aspects, and their corresponding439

Level 1 Level 2

Corporate Reputation, Company Communication, Appointment,
Financial, Regulatory, Sales, M&A, Legal,
Dividend Policy, Risks, Rumors, Strategy

Stock Options, IPO, Signal, Coverage,
Fundamentals, Insider Activity, Price Action,
Buyside, Technical Analysis

Economy Trade, Central Banks
Market Currency, Conditions, Market, Volatility

Table 1: Level 1 and Level 2 Aspects in FiQA dataset

sentiment scores. Followed is one example from 440

the FiQA Task 1 dataset. 441

"sentence": "Royal Mail chairman Donald Brydon

set to step down",

"info": [

"snippets": "[’set to step down’]",

"target": "Royal Mail",

"sentiment_score": "-0.374",

"aspects": "[’Corporate/Appointment’]" ]

4.2 Benchmarks 442

We benchmark our knowledge-enabled models 443

with plain BERT-base-cased, FinBERT-base-cased, 444

XLNet-base-cased and RoBERTa-base models. 445

BERT variants (Sun et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2019; 446

Wu and Ong, 2021) are chosen because many 447

are developed for the (T)ABSA task and some 448

achieved state-of-the-art results. Moreover, Fin- 449

BERT (Araci, 2019) performs further pre-training 450

to address the domain-specific language style and 451

was ranked the first for sentiment analysis on Fi- 452

nancial PhraseBank3. Similarly, the input to the 453

pre-trained language model is a sentence pair, in 454

which one sentence is the auxiliary sentence con- 455

taining the target and aspect and the other sentence 456

is the financial news headline or post. The aver- 457

age pooling is performed on the last hidden state 458

followed by dropout. A last linear layer is added 459

with the size of (768×1). Loss function minimizes 460

MSE. 461

4.3 Other Experimental Details 462

The FiQA Task 1 dataset is split into 90% for train- 463

ing and 10% for test by performing 10-fold split. 464

The validation dataset, which is 25% of the train- 465

ing data, is used to select the best model and the 466

test dataset is used to report the final performance 467

scores. Since gold standard is not released, we per- 468

form 10-fold cross-validation on two differently- 469

seeded runs for evaluation, and the mean score is 470

reported. As for SemEval 2017 Task 5 dataset, it is 471

split into 75% training and 25% validation to train 472

the model 10 times with different random seeds and 473

the gold standard dataset is used to report the mean 474

performance score. Our models are configured and 475

trained on an NVIDIA Tesla-P100-PCIe-16GB pro- 476

cessor with 100 epochs, learning rate of 3e-5, and 477

Recall Adam as the optimizer. 478

3https://paperswithcode.com/sota/sentiment-analysis-on-
financial-phrasebank
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Model Headline Post
Cosine R2 Cosine R2

(Jiang et al., 2017) 0.7100 - 0.7780 -
(Akhtar et al., 2017) 0.7860 - 0.7970 -
k-BERT 0.7969 0.635 0.7912 0.586
k-FinBERT 0.8009 0.642 0.7853 0.576
k-XLNet 0.8270 0.685 0.8074 0.615
k-RoBERTa 0.8483 0.721 0.8126 0.624

Table 2: Performance of proposed knowledge-enabled
transformer models in comparison to the state-of-the-
art approaches on SemEval 2017 Task 5. Boldface in-
dicated the best result. We use the results reported in
Jiang et al. (2017) and Akhtar et al. (2017). “-” means
not reported.

Model MSE R2

(Piao and Breslin, 2018) 0.0926 0.414
(Yang et al., 2018) 0.0800 0.400
(Araci, 2019) 0.0700 0.550
k-BERT 0.0628 0.615
k-FinBERT 0.0646 0.603
k-XLNet 0.0532 0.674
k-RoBERTa 0.0490 0.711

Table 3: Performance of proposed knowledge-enabled
transformer models in comparison to the state-of-the-
art approaches on FiQA Task 1. Boldface indicated the
best result. We use the results reported in Piao and
Breslin (2018), Yang et al. (2018) and Araci (2019)

5 Results & Analysis479

In consistent with previous studies, we respectively480

report cosine similarities for SemEval 2017 Task481

5, and MSE for FiQA Task 1 (see Table 2 and Ta-482

ble 3). Additionally, R2 measures the percentage of483

variance explained by the model under evaluation.484

Under all columns and metrics, FinBERT outper-485

forms BERT in news headline data, attesting to the486

effectiveness of domain-specific pre-training. No-487

tably, XLNet and RoBERTa outperform BERT and488

FinBERT by significant margins even before the489

integration of sentiment knowledge. This confirms490

RoBERTa and XLNet as a more effective deep491

representation model than BERT for the TABFSA492

task. Knowledge-enabled RoBERTa achieves state-493

of-the-art results on both SemEval 2017 Task 5494

(Cosine[h]=0.8483, Cosine[p]=0.8126) and FiQA495

Task 1 (MSE= 0.0490, R2=0.711). Those metrics496

are circa 5% improvement from the previous best497

results on SemEval 2017 Task 5 by Akhtar et al.498

(Cosine[h]=0.7860, Cosine[p]=0.7970), and circa499

30% improvement from the previous best results500

on FiQA Task 1 by Araci (MSE= 0.07, R2=0.55).501

Cosine Headline Post
Similarity Mean Median SD Mean Median SD

BERT 0.7935 0.7904 0.0096 0.7886 0.7850 0.0108
k-BERT 0.7969 0.7958 0.0072 0.7912 0.7932 0.0104

FinBERT 0.7969 0.7987 0.0093 0.7817 0.7823 0.0093
k-FinBERT 0.8009 0.8019 0.0069 0.7853 0.7839 0.0105

XLNet 0.8199 0.8186 0.0151 0.8031 0.8025 0.0110
k-XLNet 0.8270 0.8261 0.0091 0.8074 0.8098 0.0090

RoBERTa 0.8430 0.8423 0.0080 0.8085 0.8082 0.0136
k-RoBERTa 0.8483 0.8500 0.0170 0.8126 0.8118 0.0125

Table 4: Ablation Analysis for SemEval 2017 Task 5.

MSE Mean Median SD

BERT 0.0651 0.0602 0.0191
k-BERT 0.0628 0.0573 0.0180

FinBERT 0.0675 0.0668 0.0172
k-FinBERT 0.0646 0.0623 0.0157

XLNet 0.0549 0.0526 0.0147
k-XLNet 0.0532 0.0502 0.0119

RoBERTa 0.0548 0.0526 0.0173
k-RoBERTa 0.0490 0.0420 0.0185

Table 5: Ablation Analysis for FiQA Task 1.

5.1 Ablation Analysis 502

Ablation analysis is performed to validate the exter- 503

nal knowledge embedding module. The results of 504

models trained with different random seeds for var- 505

ious transformer models and knowledge-enabled 506

transformer models are provided in Table 4 and 507

Table 5, which shows the positive impact of knowl- 508

edge integration on model performance and stabil- 509

ity. 510

It is observed that the integration of external 511

knowledge has improved both accuracy and sta- 512

bility across benchmark models. Specifically, the 513

FiQA Task 1 data has reported a 4% improve- 514

ment in MSE for BERT and FinBERT with smaller 515

standard deviation (SD). The knowledge-enabled 516

RoBERTa has decreased the MSE by 10% from 517

0.0548 to 0.0490 although the model is destabi- 518

lized slightly. As for SemEval 2017 Task 5, the 519

knowledge-enabled RoBERTa has improved co- 520

sine similarities from 0.8430 to 0.8483 for headline 521

data and from 0.8085 to 0.8126 for post data. 522

5.2 Knowledge Quality Analysis 523

The precision and coverage of lexicons impact the 524

effectiveness of external knowledge integration into 525

the fine-tuning process. It is observed that with 526

the increase in the number of lexicon scores in- 527

corporated by mutual information, the model per- 528
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Figure 3: Mutual information of lexicons for SemEval 2017 Task 5 and FiQA Task 1 datasets.

formance initially increases but subsequently fluc-529

tuates or even decreases, which means relevant530

knowledge is able to improve the model perfor-531

mance but noise knowledge will potentially desta-532

bilize the model. There is a balance in sufficiency533

and redundancy of knowledge to ensure the right534

coverage and precision to compliment learning pro-535

cess. Moreover, the closer to the accuracy bound of536

the deep neural network, the more difficult to im-537

prove the results by including external knowledge.538

We discover that the optimal dimension of lex-539

icon scores ranges from 3 to 8, and their mutual540

information can be used to rank and pre-select rel-541

evant knowledge (see Fig. 3). In terms of lexicon542

scores selected, the experiment shows that both sen-543

timent and emotion knowledge are helpful, though544

generally sentiment scores are more important than545

emotion scores. The importance of finance domain-546

specific lexicons such as LM (Loughran and Mc-547

Donald, 2011) and SMSL (Oliveira et al., 2016) are548

consistently higher than general-purpose lexicons.549

As for emotion dimensions, joy, sadness and fear550

tend to be more relevant for the TABFSA task.551

5.3 Error Analysis552

Although in the majority of cases, incorporating553

external knowledge is beneficial for the accuracies554

of predicted sentiment scores, we also observed555

errors in some cases. We describe these two sce-556

narios by comparing sentiment scores predicted by557

RoBERTa and knowledge-enabled RoBERTa.558

Scenario 1

Sentence: $NKE gapping up to all time highs

Sentiment_Ground_Truth: 0.782

Sentiment_RoBERTa: 0.468

Sentiment_knowledge-enabled RoBERTa: 0.603

Lexicon_score_sum: [0.3, 0, 2.0]

In Scenario 1, knowledge-enabled RoBERTa has559

improved the sentiment score significantly from560

0.468 to 0.603, as words such as ‘up’ and ‘high’561

are consistently positive in the selected lexicons, 562

which results in a strongly positive tone as shown 563

in the sum of selected lexicon scores from SMSL, 564

LM and HFD. 565

In Scenario 2, however, knowledge-enabled 566

RoBERTa is no better than the standalone 567

RoBERTa. For this concrete example, although 568

the sippet of “invalidated by US court” is negative, 569

the word ‘invalidated’ does not carry any senti- 570

ment in 2 out of the 3 selected lexicons. While 571

‘patent’, ‘drug’ and ‘court’ are positive words in 572

SMSL, leading the overall sentiment prediction to a 573

more neutral score. The sentiment of words ‘drug’ 574

and ‘court’ in this context is considered aforemen- 575

tioned noise knowledge. 576

Scenario 2

Sentence: AstraZeneca’s patent on asthma drug

invalidated by US court

Sentiment_Ground_Truth: -0.656

Sentiment_RoBERTa: -0.392

Sentiment_knowledge-enabled RoBERTa: -0.252

Lexicon_score_sum: [0.87, -1, 0.0]

6 Conclusion and Future Work 577

A framework that strategically combines symbolic 578

(heterogeneous sentiment lexicons) and subsym- 579

bolic (deep language model) modules for TABFSA 580

is proposed in this research. Specifically, we are 581

pioneering in employing attentive CNN and LSTM 582

to touch multiple knowledge sources and integrat- 583

ing with transformer models. The incorporation 584

of external knowledge into transformer models has 585

achieved state-of-the-art performance on both the 586

SemEval 2017 Task 5 and the FiQA Task 1 datasets. 587

We plan to investigate three further issues in future 588

work: 1) influence of domain-specific lexicon cov- 589

erage on their effectiveness, 2) alternative methods 590

for knowledge embedding, and 3) what affects the 591

effectiveness of different transformer architecture, 592

e.g., RoBERTa vs. XLNet. 593
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